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The book states that, although companies have been investing in development, simply increasing expenditure in creating knowledge may not be the answer: we need to look at the whole system through which such expenditure transpires to value creation. The book is structured around defining the first century context of networked, global and increasingly open innovation a world in which knowledge flows are enormous, and where the knowledge management strategy of any company has to change as knowledge within which innovation occurs in the UK? How do new firms form on the basis of knowledge? How do established firms access and use knowledge to improve their current activities and generate new directions? With the pressures of competitive and technological change increasing every day, keeping up with the latest developments is a constant challenge. How do firms develop new market opportunities and new directions? With the pressures of competitive and technological change increasing every day, keeping up with the latest developments is a constant challenge. How do firms develop new market opportunities and new directions? With the pressures of competitive and technological change increasing every day, keeping up with the latest developments is a constant challenge.
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